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Happy Soul Train Friday https://bit.ly/3l4WxPY Boxing Gloves Guy is back this week in a muscle shirt and
driving gloves. I enjoy his ‘wipe the mouth’ move.
US Futures-World Markets: The tech-heavy Nasdaq index is -1% premarket with news the US tightened
restrictions on selling 5G related components to China’s Huawei. With the Nasdaq correction ( down -11%
earlier this week) from all-time highs, the index is still up 3% YTD. 10-year yields jumped again to keep equity
investors on edge. Research out there suggests 1.60% is a key technical level, but wake me up when we’re
closer to 2%. Will we see some profit-taking this Friday after a bounce-back week? It would be reasonable
with the S&P hitting new highs yesterday. In a good sign for the economy, unemployment numbers fell to the
lowest level since November. Novavax is +16% on news its vaccine candidate is 96.4% effective against the
original Covid-19 strain. Energy stocks continue their resurgence as oil prices recover. Exxon Mobil is +48%
YTD. Remember when crude oil futures went negative last year? Neither do I. Seems like forever ago, but it’s
a good reminder that markets move faster than you can react and it pays to take the long view. S&P Futures
vs. Fair Value: -5.25, 10-Yr Yield: 1.60%.
CORE Headlines:
 Democrats are facing some party divisions over infrastructure package as Senator Joe Manchin (DWV) insists that Democrats avoid using budget reconciliation to pass it (without reconciliation the bill
would require 60 votes to pass.-WaPo (Reconciliation to pass a normal infrastructure plan? So much
for all the bullsht talk on unity and reaching across the aisle from both parties.)
 New York State Assembly will investigate sexual harassment allegations against New York Governor
Andrew Cuomo which is a possible first step toward impeachment.-WaPo (Fascinating that DeBlasio
may outlast Cuomo. Who would’ve guessed?)
 Lobbyists for Facebook and Google threw their weight against new U.S. legislation that seeks to aid
struggling news publishers by allowing them to negotiate collectively against the tech companies
over revenue sharing and other deals.-Reuters (Regulation is coming, just a question of how
restrictive.)
 Goldman Sachs (GS) hopes employees can return to the office this summer.-Reuters
 Americans took more cash from their homes through cash-out refinancings in 2020 than in any year
since the financial crisis—US homeowners cashed out $152.7B in home equity last year, a 42 percent
increase from 2019 and the most since 2007.-WSJ (Can’t blame them with interest rates at historic
lows)
 BABA: Beijing wants to “tame” the tech giant, which will likely face softer treatment than its Ant
affiliate, provided it distances itself from founder Jack Ma and aligns itself more closely with the
Communist Party.-WSJ
 The Chinese Olympic Committee is offering to supply Covid-19 vaccine doses to the International
Olympic Committee for participants in the postponed Tokyo Olympics and the Beijing 2022 Winter
Games.-WSJ (I’d rather French kiss someone with Covid than take China’s vaccine.)
 China ended decades of adversarial politics in Hong Kong after the national legislature approved
changes that would put pro-Beijing loyalists firmly in charge of the city and squeeze out opposition
groups.-WSJ
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MSFT: Starting Friday, subscribers to Xbox Game Pass will have access to a wave of games from
Bethesda Softworks, whose parent company was acquired by Microsoft for $7.5B.-USA
UBER, LYFT: The ride-hailing services will work together to create a database of drivers ousted from
their ride-hailing services for complaints about sexual assault and other crimes that raised
passenger-safety concerns.-NYP
Tens of millions of doses of the coronavirus vaccine made by AZN are sitting idly in American
manufacturing facilities, awaiting results from its US clinical trial while countries that have authorized
its use beg for access, prompting a debate in Washington.-NYT (Ship them overseas. Seems like the
right thing to do.)
Five years after Britons voted to leave the EU, the government said it would wave through some
goods arriving at British ports from the continent until January 2022 because it cannot perform the
border checks required by Brexit.-NYT (Columbian cocaine cartels are jumping for joy.)
Senior executives at CS overruled the bank’s risk managers and approved a $160M loan to Greensill
Capital, which the struggling finance firm is almost certain to be unable to repay, prompting
questions from global regulators about risk management and conflict of interest at Crédit Suisse.-FT
(Bankers ignored risks to help their friends and make a profit? I’m shocked.)

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Columbia Journal Review: Will Hong Kong’s free press survive? http://bit.ly/3bCtKPx (No is -850 if
you’re a gambler)
 Fast Company: An NFT just sold for $69 million at Christie’s and was paid for in cryptocurrency
http://bit.ly/3eugkqE (That sounds like a headline from The Onion)
 CBC: One-way video job interviews? http://bit.ly/30wGjWr (I feel like I would never get a job if I were
coming out of college today.)
 Thrive Global: Use curiosity to reduce anxiety http://bit.ly/3qxK20k
Charts from The Daily Shot:
With the ECB (and the BoJ) capping yield gains, Treasuries are becoming increasingly attractive for foreign investors. This
chart shows the 10yr note swapped into euros or yen.

Source: @WSJ Read full
article
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Will we see significant inflows into Treasuries from abroad, or are investors too concerned about the rapid growth US
debt supply (as the $1.9 trillion stimulus package becomes law)?
Of course, the Fed continues to purchase Treasuries and agency MBS debt, with the total securities balance now
exceeding $7 trillion.
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But that won’t be enough to offset the stimulus-related debt issuance bump.

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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Investors pumped some money into high-yield ETFs this week. (Seems like a crowded trade.)

Based on portfolio cash levels, high-yield investors are all in, while investment-grade debt investors are more cautious.

Source: BofA Global Research, James W.
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The recovery in BDCs has been remarkable. (BDC definition http://bit.ly/30EQBUe )

The S&P 500 hit a record high but is now at resistance. Elevated Treasury yields will remain a drag
on the market.
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some sector data on SPAC IPOs and mergers (combinations).

Source: Goodwin Proctor, @apark_

January job openings were stronger than expected.
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Layoffs eased, while voluntary resignations (quits rate) are back at pre-COVID levels.
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The next two charts show the evolution of consumer confidence by generation and educational
attainment. (The boomer generation watches too much local and national tv news. You will think the
world is ending if you watch that fear-porn daily.)

Source: @jeffsparshott

Business applications remain elevated. (Amen!! America wasn’t built on a welfare state, although we
do need a safety net. Americans want to work hard and build something for themselves and their
families.)
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US household net worth hit a new record last quarter. And there will likely be substantial gains in the
current quarter, adding fuel to economic expansion. (Politicians that pass ‘stimulus’ packages and rail
against income inequality make me laugh.)
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some updates on the housing market.

• Mortgage rates rose further in recent days.
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• Consumers expect strong gains in home prices.
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Source: Natixis

Meth-related deaths:

Source: @PotResearch Read full article

Stress on parents with young children during lockdowns:

Source: @financialtimes Read full article
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The in-person schooling index by county:

Source: Burbio
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